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Ecclesiastical Latin Diction: Locus Iste 
  
Objective: 
 Given a demonstration and modelling of correct Ecclesiasitcal Latin vowel 
pronunciation, and guided practice opportunities, the student will demonstrate the ability to apply 
principles of Latin vowels for choral singing, as assessed by the teacher in a written test where 
the student will write out the Waring Tone phonetic spelling of the first line of text of “Locus 
Iste” by Bruckner with every correct vowel spelling being worth 1 point for a total of 10 points. 
(Percentage) 
  
Equipment & Resources: 

● Teacher will need a piano/pitch pipe to get “do” and/or starting pitch 
● Copy of the Latin Pronunciation Guide document 
● Copy of the Waring Tones Phonetic Spelling of the first line of Locus Iste 
● Score for “Locus Iste” by Bruckner (Choral Public Domain Library) 

https://www.cpdl.org/wiki/images/9/94/Locus_Iste_rev.pdf 
● Paper and pencil for phonetic spelling assessment 
● Chair with no arms, suitable for singing 

  
Methodology: 
  
AS Teacher (T.) will guide students (Ss.) through the five hand gestures for the five pure vowels. 
  
I T. then explains that this class will include learning the proper Ecclesiasitcal Latin vowel 
pronunciation (the five pure vowels just explored) so that they are able to sing through “Locus 
Iste” by Bruckner. 
  
M T. distributes the Ecclesiasitcal Latin Pronunciation Guide document to Ss. T. asks students 
how many vowel sounds there are in Latin and then models them to Ss.  
  
GP Ss. are asked to repeat each vowel’s pronunciation and examples after T. models it. T. 
provides feedback as needed. 
  
M T. distributes the Waring Tones Phonetic Spelling of “Locus Iste” to Ss. T. goes through the 
pronunciation and diction of the first line of “Locus Iste”. 
  
GP Ss. are asked to repeat each word back after T. models it. T. explains that the consonants in 
this particular line are no different than how they are pronounced in English diction. T. provides 
feedback as needed. 
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M T. models the pronunciation and diction of the first 12 measures of the soprano line of “Locus 
Iste” in rhythm.  NB: for this lesson, everyone will be singing the soprano line, but in their own 
octave. T. will break down modelling into three individual, four measure sections.  
  
GP Ss. are asked to repeat each section back. T. monitors for correctness and makes suggestions 
as needed. Once secure, T. and Ss. will go through all 12 measures once altogether in rhythm.  
  
M&GP T. repeats the same process, but this time in rhythm and on pitch. 
  
IP Ss. given time to practice the first 12 measures of the soprano line of “Locus Iste”. T. 
monitors for correctness and offers feedback where appropriate. 
  
A Ss. are given 5 minutes to write out the Waring Tone phonetic spelling of the first line of text 
of “Locus Iste” by Bruckner with no help from notes or class resources. Every correct vowel 
spelling will be worth 1 point for a total of 10 points. Grading of student accomplishment of the 
instructional objective of this lesson is done on a percentage basis (a mark out of 10). 
  
C Ss. are congratulated on their efforts and progress, given suggestions of what aspects of 
Ecclesiasitcal Latin vowels they may need to continue working on, and feedback on what they 
did well. Class concludes by answering any lingering questions students may have. If time 
allows, T. and Ss. will sing through the first 12 measures of the soprano line together. 
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Hand Gestures for 5 Pure Vowels 
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Ecclesiastical Latin Pronunciation Guide 
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Waring Tones Phonetic Spelling of “Locus Iste” 
 

Latin Text Phonetic Spelling 
Locus iste Loh kooh see steh  
a Deo factus est ah deh oh fah ktooh sehst 
 
English Translation: This place was made by God 

 

Score excerpt - “Locus Iste” by Bruckner 
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